
Chef Remi Cooking Thermometer Trusted by
Celebrity Cooks
Apart from acquiring more than 2,000
customer reviews on Amazon, #1 Best
Selling cooking thermometer, Chef Remi,
is also trusted tool for many celebrity
cooks.

MINNEAPOLIS, MN, UNITED STATES,
October 15, 2015 /EINPresswire.com/ --
Apart from acquiring more than 2,000
customer reviews on Amazon, #1 Best
Selling cooking thermometer, Chef Remi,
is also trusted tool for many celebrity
cooks.

Seasoned cook and host of 'Cooking
Everything Outdoors', Gary House,
highly recommends the Chef Remi
Cooking Thermometer. Gary teaches
everything bout grilling on his YouTube
channel- from, true BBQ, and Camp-
style cooking to Dutch oven cooking.  

In a review of the Chef Remi Cooking
Thermometer, he said: "I liked the Chef
Rémi Digital Cooking Thermometer and I
can say that I will be using it again,
especially when the fire is hot and I need
a long probe to test the food without
searing my arm off."

Cook and owner of the
Dollyiscooking.com website, Dolly Sario,
also sang high praises for the Chef Remi
Cooking thermometer.  Dolly enjoys
cooking and shares her rural South
Carolina family recipes on her website,
some of which have been handed down
through four generations.

She recently endorsed the Chef Remi
Cooking thermometer saying: "A good
thermometer is a must have for cooking
and even better when you find one that
performs well.  This product does indeed perform well!"

She further added, "I really enjoyed using this to get the correct temperature of my water while
making bread.  We all know how important it is to get just the right temperature when activating yeast.

It worked great!  I used the hold button and removed
thermometer.  The water was too hot so I checked a short
while later hit the hold button twice and pulled up the correct
temperature, very quickly."

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00RV3QAKS


The Chef Remi Cooking Thermometer is sold exclusively on Amazon.com and affordably priced at
$14.95. For further information, please visit: http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00RV3QAKS
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